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I’ll worry about emergencies later...

- Natural Disasters
- Foreign Animal Disease
- Mass Mortality
- Contaminated Feed and Products
- Manure Spills
- Fuel and Chemical Spills
- Worker Accidents

Connecting Animal Ag and Emergency Information

- Engaging and participating with EDEN
- Formal professional Extension network
  - EDEN State Delegates and POC
- https://eden.lsu.edu/
  - Search terms: “EDEN Extension”
  - Information available to the public and organizations

The archived presentation is available at:
http://articles.extension.org/pages/21819/chronological-webcast-archive
EDEN is a Platform for:

- Professional Development
- Collaboration
- Grant Writing
- Programs and Outreach
- “Educational Mutual Aid”
- Supported by:
  - USDA
  - NOAA
  - Participating Land and Sea Grants

MT Training and Exercises: S-CAP Workshops

- Emergency managers
- Greater Ag and Food Industry & Organizations
  - Livestock sectors & individual large facilities
- ESF11 “Ag, food, natural and cultural resources”
  - ESF11 annex and plans

MT Training and Exercises: Training with Toys FMD Tabletop

- Incident Command System
- Response Visualization
- Stop movement
- Quarantine
- Surveillance
- Mass Mortality
- Continuity of Business

The archived presentation is available at:
http://articles.extension.org/pages/21819/chronological-webcast-archive
MT Training and Exercises:
Animal Evacuation
- PETS Act and companion animals
- Livestock (commercial)
- Livestock (hobby)
- Equine (recreational and commercial)

MT Training and Exercises:
Companion Animal Sheltering
- Youth engagement (ages 14-18)
- Led by Linda Williams, Chouteau, Co.
- Companion animals
- Full scale exercise

MT Training and Exercises:
Rolling Cows
- Livestock truck accident trainings and exercises
  - Safety
  - Welfare
  - Euthanasia
  - Containment
  - Biosecurity

The archived presentation is available at:
http://articles.extension.org/pages/21819/chronological-webcast-archive
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MT 4-H Agrosecurity Activities
- Summer Congress – high school members
- Completed EDEN-ASO course in teams
  - Small family owned dairy scenario
- Additional agrosecurity and farm safety lessons and activities

MT Wildfire Preparedness and Response
- S-CAP informed plans in some jurisdictions
- Animal evacuation and sheltering planning in some jurisdictions
- Traditional Extension and Agency programs
  - E.g. Hay and Feed Hotlines
- Mortality and mass mortality management
  - Consulting; technical assistance

Thank you!

Introducing: Dr. Ronald Gill, professor and Extension livestock specialist for Texas AgriLife Extension.